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Response to Email Query No. 10, Raised: Friday 26th July 2013 

 
Query Details: 
 
Recently we were asked to provide a fixed price quote for work in a hospital ward prior to 
refurbishment works.  The following restrictions applied: 
 

 The quotation submission shall include for the undertaking of surveys within 
normal working hours in a live ward which shall remain fully operational. 

 The works shall include submission prior to survey of a written method 
statement/RA’s identifying proposals for management arrangements for 
undertaking of a Refurbishment & Demolition survey within a live environment 
ensuring no risk to patient, staffs and public and Health and Safety being 
paramount. 

 The R & D surveys undertaken are to include local service/plant areas feeding 
services to the proposed area of works. 

 Where access issues are identified by the surveyors they shall report to the 
Trust, with sufficient notice, identifying access support is required to ensure all 
locations are surveyed within the scope of the R & D survey. 

 The works shall include for all measures to protect equipment & services and to 
protect against the transfer of dust within areas of works. All areas shall be left 
clean and ready for operational activities within the hospital departments to 
continue. 

 All works shall be undertaken in line with current control of asbestos regulations 
2012 and current HSE guidelines. 

 
We have submitted a quote that leaves us exposed should there be access issues (which it 
seems inevitable that there will be).  As it is a refurbishment survey we have quoted for a two-
man team on site.  Experience tells us that we are unlikely to win the work as our price will be 
uncompetitive, probably because we have allowed for a two-man team, but despite the fact 
that we know we have probably not allowed sufficient to cover for access and re-visits. 
 
Our query is: how do other organisations deal with this conundrum?  Do you just provide a 
realistic quote that allows for return visits accompanied by a contractor to help provide 
enclosures/access, where needed?  Do you take a risk and quote for the time a basic survey 
would take and hope that there are no access issues?  Do you make a visit before quoting to try 
and identify any issues with access (but bearing in mind that in an operational ward, things may 
be very different on the day you carry out the survey)?  Do you allow for a two-man team on 
refurbishment surveys or just send someone on their own? 
 
My boss feels that the current guidance in HSG 264 is not specific enough to ensure that the 
client takes sufficient responsibility for access and the expense involved in safe access. 
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Feedback: 
 
The query was sent out to all organisations on the circulation list for both northern and 
southern Norac groups. Details have been collated from those who responded. 
 
LIST of Comments received from Members with regards to this query. Each comment has come 
from a different laboratory. 
 

1 HSG 264 is a terrible piece of guidance, much worse even than the analysts guide. 
There is no such thing as an R&D survey. 
If you do not visit site and address access issues with the client as part of the contract 
review procedure you are getting into very risky territory. 
You cannot quote without the client’s proposed scope of works , so do not proceed without 
them agreeing in writing to the exact survey scope and necessary follow on works. 
If you neglect to do the above you are leaving yourselves wide open to never ending 
disputes over ACM that get uncovered during the lifetime of the building. 

 
You’ll wish you’d never taken the project on… 

 

 
2 We have had two similar enquiries recently at healthcare sites. I refused to quote either 

survey until we were guaranteed vacant areas in which to survey. We ended up winning the 
works and conducted the surveying either at night or when wards due for refurbishment 
were vacated. I quoted the ‘Time and Space’ principal from the Retail Asbestos Working 
Group document which, although aimed at a very different audience, is most definitely 
applicable to this type of site.  

 
In my experience, if you explain to clients why you need good access and talk them through 
the restrictions/caveats that will be placed in the survey reports they usually understand. 
The ones that don’t simply aren’t worth the aggravation. 

 

 

3 Very briefly, there is plenty of guidance in the survey guide regarding this, see paragraph 57 
for example. This should be dealt with at “the planning stage and form part of the 
contract”. In order to quote for this job, an initial site visit to identify any access issues is an 
absolute necessity along with a meeting with the client to discuss all the likely scenarios 
that may arise working in an occupied area, for example how to inspect a ceiling void above 
a patient that is bed-ridden and other impossible tasks. If the client imposes restrictions 
then these need to be clearly identified so no one is under any illusion about what the 
survey scope entails. One of the good points of the survey guide was so clients could 
shoulder the responsibility of their often impractical restrictions or decisions. 

 
 

4 If the client is adamant that ‘All works shall be undertaken in line with current control of 
asbestos regulations 2012 and current HSE guidelines’ then you could always attempt to 
educate them that in line with the HSE Guidance (HSG264): 

 
“Refurbishment and demolition surveys should only be conducted in unoccupied areas to 
minimise risks to the public or employees on the premises. Ideally, the building should not 
be in service and all furnishings removed. For minor refurbishment, this would only apply to 
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the room involved or even part of the room where the work is small and the room large. In 
these situations, there should be effective isolation of the survey area (eg full floor to ceiling 
partition), and furnishings should be removed as far as possible or protected using 
sheeting.” (Para 53 HSG 264) 

 
In effect, it’s unlikely (depending on type of construction) that a fully intrusive RD survey 
would be possible in an occupied hospital ward if current HSE guidelines are to be adhered 
to.  
 

5. Regarding the hospital survey quotation, this is a very common catch 22 situation where 
best judgement must be used. On the one hand, you can talk to the client and advise them 
on specifying two man teams and UKAS surveying companies, prime them to ask for 
appropriate insurance etc. and thus try and limit the number of one-man band type 
opposition by forcing up the barriers to entry in the client's specification, but ultimately on a 
substantial tender, a lot comes down to relative desperation of the parties involved. If 
someone needs the work badly enough they will buy it with what appears to be a foolishly 
low price and there's very little you can do about it. You make your allowances as best you 
can for predicted access problems and set your price as low as you can make a tolerable 
return, stress all of benefits to using your company and hope for the best. 
 
No matter how big or well established you are, no matter how high your quality is and 
robust your system, clients have a very tough time justifying not accepting the lowest bid 
unless it is painfully obvious on paper that the tenderer isn't up to the job. It is a very 
difficult and uneven marketplace and you just have to accept that for every job you make a 
good return from a loyal customer, you will lose a few others to desperation tendering or 
just companies with much lower overheads. I know how frustrating it can be, especially 
when tendering against removal contractors or against demolition contractors for 
demolition surveys. 

 
 
 

6. Survey planning; data gathering and data exchange; tell the client what we will and will not 
do.  
 

We always have a site visit to discuss said access issues and agree what is needed (ladders; 
tower; 1 or 2 man etc); will we tidy up / make good etc 
 

And our quote templates and report templates very clearly state that where a RD survey is 
carried out in a live building then our access will be restricted and therefore a full RD survey 
cannot be carried out.  Furthermore that a return visit will likely be required when the 
building is fully vacated and services isolated. 
We do commonly then get asked to return at a later stage which is an additional cost.  
Sometimes clients ask what this extra cost would be but it’s difficult to say until you’ve done 
the survey; we try to have a best budget guess. Sometimes we don’t get asked to return and 
we don’t hear anything so can only assume they found our survey to be satisfactory and no 
additional ACMs were found during the RD work.     
 

So hopefully clients fully understand the consequences of not being able to complete a full 
RD survey and either we get called back later and complete the survey for more money OR if 
works proceed on the basis of the limited survey provided and extra ACMs were found, as 
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long as it is justified that we couldn’t have found them as the building was presented to us 
for the survey, then there is no come back to us. This has happened before too.   
 

We just put great emphasis on making sure our clients fully understand what we can and 
can’t do within an occupied building.  

 
 

7. I have quickly looked at the below email and without being able to give it too much time 
offer feedback below in red relating to the "restrictions applied" bullet points and comments 
made.  I hope I have interpreted feedback requirements correctly and not misunderstood 
what I have read.  Assuming I am ok on this, my overall view is that the questioner seems 
inexperienced and those asking for the survey quotations have little or no understanding of 
HSE regulations.  I would not wish to work for such companies!  But as I say; I may have 
misunderstood some of this. 

 
The quotation submission shall include for the undertaking of surveys within normal working 
hours in a live ward which shall remain fully operational. If an R&D survey I would not 
undertake it in these circumstances.  If a Management survey only, then I do a presumptive 
survey only 

         The works shall include submission prior to survey of a written method statement/RA’s 
identifying proposals for management arrangements for undertaking of a Refurbishment & 
Demolition survey within a live environment ensuring no risk to patient, staffs and public and 
Health and Safety being paramount.  I can only say unless I am totally misunderstanding 
something, this statement seems ridiculous.  I am sure my RA would conclude in cannot and 
should not be carried out  

         The R & D surveys undertaken are to include local service/plant areas feeding services to 
the proposed area of works.  Even this needs careful consideration considering the 
environment 

         Where access issues are identified by the surveyors they shall report to the Trust, with 
sufficient notice, identifying access support is required to ensure all locations are surveyed 
within the scope of the R & D survey.  Access issues would exist everywhere because of 
premises being occupied 

         The works shall include for all measures to protect equipment & services and to protect 
against the transfer of dust within areas of works. All areas shall be left clean and ready for 
operational activities within the hospital departments to continue.  If areas are unoccupied, 
this request would be quite normal; but if the areas are occupied, you would not be able to 
do anything that could risk the spread of dust etc 

         All works shall be undertaken in line with current control of asbestos regulations 2012 and 
current HSE guidelines.  Although an obvious statement, this seems to contradict what they 
have mentioned above 
  
We have submitted a quote that leaves us exposed should there be access issues (which it 
seems inevitable that there will be).  As it is a refurbishment survey we have quoted for a 
two-man team on site.  Experience tells us that we are unlikely to win the work as our price 
will be uncompetitive, probably because we have allowed for a two-man team, but despite 
the fact that we know we have probably not allowed sufficient to cover for access and re-
visits.  I wouldn't be worried about not winning this work.  Ideally surveys should normally 
be undertaken by a team of two (HSG264 para88).  We do not let lone surveyors undertake 
R&D surveys.  Exception might be if bathroom only to be surveyed 
  
Our query is: how do other organisations deal with this conundrum? Ensure all issues are 
suitably covered and addressed  Do you just provide a realistic quote that allows for return 
visits accompanied by a contractor to help provide enclosures/access, where needed? Yes 
but I would explain to the customer why R&D surveys must be undertaken in a certain way 
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that complies with HSE regulations Do you take a risk and quote for the time a basic survey 
would take and hope that there are no access issues? No, Never!  Do you make a visit before 
quoting to try and identify any issues with access (but bearing in mind that in an operational 
ward, things may be very different on the day you carry out the survey)?  This size and type 
of survey would require a desk top study, which should include a pre-start site visit with lots 
of questions asked  Do you allow for a two-man team on refurbishment surveys or just send 
someone on their own?  Always a minimum of two plus an access team subject to 
requirements determined by desk top study, site visit, RA etc 
  
My boss feels that the current guidance in HSG 264 is not specific enough to ensure that the 
client takes sufficient responsibility for access and the expense involved in safe access.”  I 
think the HSE would have a different view than this.  General H&S regulation and asbestos 
regulations apply.  My understanding is that HSE guidance is the minimum that is required, 
so you can always do more not less 

 
 
 
Summary: 
 
The responses are all fairly similar in so far as a site meeting should be undertaken to fully 
understand what issues may present themselves as part of this survey. The desk top study 
should highlight the practicalities/difficulties of doing this survey in a live hospital environment 
which can then be fed back to the client. It is clear that if you try and do the survey then you 
are likely to be able to ‘safely’ access everything required but if you don’t flag this up to the 
client then you will ultimately be seen as responsible for any ACMs which may come to light 
after the event, in areas where access was not gained. In summary the advice from others on 
how they would approach this conundrum is: 
 

 Visit site to assess the practicalities and difficulties for completing the survey. 

 Carry out a detailed desk top study. 

 Make the client aware of the problems with regards to undertaking such a survey in a 
live environment. 

 Advise the client of the limitations of carrying out the survey and that a return visit/s will 
be required once vacant possession can be given. 

 Make sure everything is well documented to cover yourself. 

 Current guidance does provide suitable wording to be able to quote to the client to 
support your concerns. 

 Use teams of two surveyors. 

 Decide whether or not it is even worth tendering for this work, especially if the client 
advises they want you to comply with legislation and guidance but then put in sufficient 
restrictions which mean it is impossible to achieve this. 

 If you don’t document everything well and you win the work then if something goes 
wrong then it will come back to haunt you are the ‘competent’ individual who should 
have known better ! 

 
Colette Willoughby 
9th September 2013 


